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AMENDMENT

Please amend the claims as indicated below (A marked-up copy ofeach claim showing the

amendments is enclosed in Exhibit A):

Kindly cancel claims 28 and 3;

Please amend claims 27 and 29 as follows:

27. \amended) A process for individually regulating the temperatures of a pluralitybf

workstations each to an individual predetermined temperature, each workstation for

performing an operation on work medium at said workstation, comprising the steps of:

providing a temperature controlling fluid from a source to each of the plurality of

workstations^

monitoring^e temperature at each individual workstation, and

independentlyControlling heating of the fluid provided to each individual station

in accordance with infbnHation comprising a differential between the predetemiined

temperature and a temperature at each of the respective workstations;

wherein the temperatnraLof at least one workstation is controlled by:

determining a temperatum^diSerential between the temperature of the

workstation and the individual predetermined temperature, and

selecting an operating sequence i^ed on the temperature differential, so that

when the temperature differential is above ajjredetermined value, an amount ofthe fluid

is transported to the workstation through ab>^^ conduit that bypasses a heater

corresponding to the workstation, and when the temperature differential is below a

predetermined value, the heater corresponding to theworkstation is modulated in order to

maintain the temperature ofthe workstation without b> ssing the heater.
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29. \amended) A temperature control system for individually regulating the

temperatures of a plurality ofsemiconductor workstations, the temperature control

system composing:

a cemral source of a temperature regulating fluid in flow communication with

each of the plurality ofworkstations for transporting fluid to each workstation and

independently cVitrolling temperature at each workstation,

a plurality M'heaters, each heater being associated with a workstation m a manner

effective to heat the t^id transported to one of the individual workstations from the

central source, whereb\the temperature ofthe fluid provided to each workstation is

controlled independently is>f fluid transported to other workstations of the system,

a bypass conduit forSat least one ofthe workstations, the bypass conduit allowing

the fluid transported to said workstation to bypass the heater corresponding to the

particular workstation,

a temperature differential determining system capable ofdetermining the

differential between the temperatur6i^of the workstation and an individual predetermined

temperature, and

a temperature controller capableVf selecting an operating sequence based on the

temperature differential, so that when the temperature differential is above a

predetermined value, an amount ofthe fluid is transported to the workstation through a

bypass conduit that bypasses a heater corresponding to the workstation, and when the

temperature differential is below a predetermineasvalue, the heater corresponding to the

workstation is modulated in order to maintain the te^peramre ofthe workstation without

bypassing the heater.

32. (new) A process of olaim 27, wherein the bypass conduit transports an increased rate

of flow of the fluid to the woitotation,

33. (new) A temperature control syst^ ofclaim 29, wherein the bypass conduit

transports an increased rate of flow ofthe>Quid to the workstation.
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